
 

P.O. Box 8 l • Ozona, Florida 34660 

Glenn Bailey • Zoning Division 
Pinellas County Planning Deparonent 
310 Court Street, Clearwater, Florida 33756 

Dear Glenn, 

January 26, 2016 

Following your recommendation Ralph Goddard met with our OVIS 
Board last night Oanuary 25) to review his proposed land use at the 
southeast corner of alternate 19 and Virginia Street. We do appreciate 
the opportunity to be informed on not only wh.at is happening within 
Ozona but also areas adjacent to us. 
Ralph indicated he does not plan to change the zoning which is P-1. He 
has a contract for sale with the Fraternal Order of Eagles for their use of 
the property. The specific address is 490 Palm Harbor Blvd. We 
reviewed the proposed structure improvements and the fact that the 
Virginia Street access will be terminated for the property as part of this 
proposal. Ralph outlined the Fraternal Order's proposed use of the 
property for their functions, 
We found that proposed use to be acceptable and agreed with the 
Virginia Street access closure and indicated that we would send a letter 
of no objection to the County for this proposed. use. We are pleased 
with this proposal and believe it is a reasonable use of the property and 
have no objection. 
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Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 19 in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organjzation and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day. Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day, in our more than 1,600 locations throughout I orth America, Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly $10 million annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robert Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
current zoning or land use for any other futw·e owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 

Piinted Name: 2:" e-�I("� Srr-. ,-t1<J 
Address: 

Signature: 



Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 19 in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day, Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day, in our more than 1,600 locations throughout North America, Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly $10 million annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robert Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
current zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 



Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 19 in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day, Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day, in our more than I ,600 locations throughout North America, Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly $10 million annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robert Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
current zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 

Printed Name: KO\ALJ) w S,4 d)t),-

Address: v I{ tN>fr !tu uf )fJ 
--

l"b lb Signature: - Date: __j ./:'
1
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Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 19 in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day, Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day, in our more than 1,600 locations throughout North America, Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly $10 million annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robet1 Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
cun-ent zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 

Printed Name: .�I {) � P f1 {II,( ,ffi;. C-.-,/ V 
Address: _ __,_(

,
_O_l='-S __ v_,_�-1--'�.:...._"-=..'1-_...,,:::... _ __ �/----,,.='-·---,----

Signature: � ���ate: __./'--/-��--LP-4h-�-- -



Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 1 9  in Palm Ilarbor and 
move it·s Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1 898. The F.O.E. bas played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day. Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day. in our more than 1 .600 locations throughout orth America. Eagles are hard 
at wori-.. raising nearly $ 10  miliion annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund. Jimmy Durante Children's Fund. 
Robert I lansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
w,..,vw. foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint vvith some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a fraternal 
Orgaruzation for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
cwTent zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 

Printed Name: �o J/rL I) ( <'::<2c.2 f< 
.4utL 

:i:::::e /a;c� Date: _(_ .... ____ �-=-{)_-_/___,· ,�----



Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 1 9  Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 19  in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1 898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day. Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 

Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day, in ow· more than 1 .600 locations throughout North America. Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly $ 10 millio11 annualiy. The Eagles Charity Foun<latiun awards 
grants to local and imemational organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: A11 Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robert I Jansen Diabetes Fund. Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for o n -premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
current zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 

Printed Name: �tC. k C. J/i(.../.::-s o0 

Address: / I 51' Ur� 6- 1 JJ I .A Au c:__ 

Signatu� Date: _
7
c...,,c./J_y_,5 __ /_.__/ C=----



Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19  Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 19 and Virginia Ave) 

The rratemal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 19 in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles arc a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since I 898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother·s Day, Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day. in our more than 1 .600 locations throughout North America. Eagles are hard 
m work raising nearly $ IO million ammally. The Eagles Charity roun<lation awards 
grant to local and imemational organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robert Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for o n -premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
current zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 



Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 1 9  and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 1 9  in Palm Harbor and 
move ifs Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Y1embcr Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1 898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day, Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. lt has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day. in our more than 1,600 locations throughout orth America, Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly $10  million annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robert Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
,Yww.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue to be enhanced and this should add value to the sun-olmding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
current zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginja. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned property. 

Printed Name: 

Address: i (' ..... \ 
Signature: I 
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Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Conditional Use Agreement for 490 Alt 19 Palm Harbor Fl. 

(Corner of Alt 1 9  and Virginia Ave) 

The Fraternal Order of Eagles would like to purchase 490 Alt 1 9  in Palm Harbor and 
move it's Palm Harbor Chapter with your help to this new home. The Eagles are a Non
Profit Members Only Organization and have been community leaders in the United States 
since 1898. The F.O.E. has played a key role in the creation of Mother's Day, Social 
Security and Medicare, helped end age-based job discrimination with the "Jobs After 40" 
Program. It has a dedicated membership base working daily throughout the United States 
and Canada to help friends and neighbors in need. 

Every day, in our more than 1.600 locations throughout North America, Eagles are hard 
at work raising nearly S I  O million annually. The Eagles Charity Foundation awards 
grants to local and international organizations to aid in patient care and prevention for a 
variety of causes including: Art Ehrmann Cancer Fund, Jimmy Durante Children's Fund, 
Robe1t Hansen Diabetes Fund, Disaster Relief Fund and many local charities and fund 
raisers. 

You can find out more about the Fraternal Order of Eagles on their website at: 
www.foe.com 

They will be using the existing building footprint with some expansion plans for the 
future, so the impact to the area will be minimal and the beauty of the property will 
continue lo be enhanced and this should add value to the surrounding area. 

I am asking for your support of the Conditional Use Agreement for this property. 

We are requesting a conditional use agreement for the above mentioned property. The 
Conditional Use agreement would allow the dispensing of alcohol for a Fraternal 
Organization for on-premise consumption only. We are not requesting any change to the 
cun-ent zoning or land use for any other future owners. The Fraternal Order of Eagles has 
agreed to close the Virginia street entrance so that no traffic from the property will have 
direct access to Virginia. 

I the undersigned have no objection to the Conditional Use Amendment for the above 
mentioned prope1ty. 

Printed Name: 5 H A ':s D N L , A G N E � 

Address: S O  '7 0 rn a ha. 5 t. 

Signature: �LUD:t 'cl'. ��ate: 

) rh. l hJ l::i o..r bo Y' )  
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